Plan for Co-op

after a meeting last Wednesday night concerning communications, the number of suggestions concerning proposals. Uncertain, as shareholders are in the new governing board remains food store, which closed to Co-op workers announced the new members-only program, Community Food Co-op as part of power" of the governing structure workers. The second proposal calls anti-nepotism and institutes a formal grievance mechanism. The university submits new policies on maternity leaves and HEW withheld final approval until which he offered opposition to. In which he offered opposition to.
Wide Area Telephone Service Line
Implemented For University Savings

By CLIFF GOODMAN

This week's limited long-distance telephone service came to the University in the form of a new service, the Wide Area Telephone Service (WATS). It offers savings to the University's long distance telephone calls.

Wide Area Telephone Service (WATS) for direct-dial station-to-station calls was presented to the University's faculty and staff by Burke Greenwald, Director of University Telecommunications. Burke explained that the cost for WATS for June and July, a new service, will be more than 98 percent lower than for the comparable period a year ago.

The telephone service came to the University for direct-dial station-to-station calls. It is limited to telephone communications between the states of the University and the District of Columbia, but will be available in several states outside of the WATS geographic system. Burke explained that no other service and staff would be allowed to use the service.

One of the limitations on the service is that any telephone service is busy telephone time. Therefore, 'trip' (outside) available for the WATS system, Burke said, is not the usual 24-hour service. The cost for the new system is that cost will be greatly reduced if all will use the new system.

Although WATS is available to the University 24 hours a day, personnel will not be able to use the service from 8:30 A.M. to 5:00 P.M. when University operations are in recess. However, it is possible that the University's long distance telephone service will continue to be used even when the University is closed. Burke explained that the University used over 7,000 instruments. Total cost to Pennsylvania for the 21-state area will be

Burke explained that the total long-distance rate per minute for the University will be greatly reduced if all will use the WATS service. He explained that the faculty and staff will not be allowed to use the service.

Add COLOR to Your SEX LIFE

In privacy, buy new
PREPARE refreshments and crafts
8:30 and 10:30 Midnight Movie
and Sat, Oct. 7
7 and 10:30 PM
Dining Room
7 and 9:30 PM
Sunday Night
after 7:30 P.M.
8:30 and 10:30 Midnight Movie

PUC PRESENTS
DeBrosa's Opening Touch!

FRIDAY, OCT 6
7 & 9:30 IRVINE

MILITARY
VACATION TRIP, OCT. 13, 14, 15
PHILA., PA. 19139.
For info, call 694-7268, U of P Group for Charter Flights, Houston Hall, Director's Office.

Classified

FOR RENT: 2 bedroom, bath, living room, 390J, University City, $95, call 349-4215.

JANUARY 6-13, 1973
JANUARY 6-13, 1973
JANUARY 6-13, 1973

London Theatre

Tour: PHILADELPHIA-LONDON

1972-73 ALL STAR-FORUM SERIES

FRENCH: Tutoring for language and literature, Weekend, Woodstock.

Music" Available for quiet nights, etc.

PIANO INSTRUCTION — Classical experience, EV 2-0746.

FURN. ROOMS PRIVATE HOME
Ceriani Forks, Filtrons, Rack, K-81 for separate use.

ART: Ceramics, Pottery, Call TU4 3928.

PIANO lessons with Barbara Gulbrar:

THREE STRONGS
Fine Arts Auditorium
Mezzo-Soprano
Ames, 1959
Midnight

"Hello Daddy" 7:00 P.M. Monday
1208 Fisk Hall

"King of Hearts" 7:00-9:30 P.M.
Irving St.

Silverton Coffee House
Highways
Jane Voss

Janitorial services to Houston Hall Dining Room

"Phantom of the Opera"
the Curtis Organ
in Don, 9 1100 p.m.

COFFEE
Sunday Night

COFFEE
"Ring of Hearts"
7:00-9:30 P.M.
Irving St.

"Billy Jack" 7 and 9:30 P.M.
Irving St.

"Phantom of the Opera"
the Curtis Organ
in Don, 9 1100 p.m.

"Ring of Hearts"
7:00-9:30 P.M.
Irving St.

"Hello Daddy" 7:00 P.M. Monday
1208 Fisk Hall

"King of Hearts" 7:00-9:30 P.M.
Irving St.

COFFEE Sunday Night

COFFEE
Administrative Unsuspected About Trial Viewers

One 200 people have signed up for the open sessions in the Friday for prisoners wth the results of being Exposed. Our in-experienced panelists for the Colage Hall arches on them.

Judical Admininistration Administrative and Thursday and now being scheduled for the group of those who will be given clearance has not been determined. Sherman explained that we believe most of the prisoners who were to be admitted into the trial, which is currently set as to be held in Huntington's Hall, Franklin campus. Our no "witnesses" will be issued.

The Franklin Room is now designated for the hearing, even the Presiding Judge. Jack Stoughton and Wednesday that this trial could not be a subject less for the Case point. The defence has not been heard, although specific targets have not been identified. The defendants will meet with interested prisoners in which the sessions will be taken.

Stork

(Continued from Page 1)

WE'VE HAD IT!

PEACE CORPS AND VISTA

Raps Are Leaving Today.

Let Us Take Your Application With Us.

DIEHTHALL AND CA LOBBY

TONIGHT 7:30 & 9:30 75c

CULBERTSON ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN SOCIETY 36 & Locust

CULBERTSON ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN SOCIETY 36 & Locust

Tonight 7:30 & 9:30 75c

ROBERTO ROSELLIN'S
THE RISE OF LOUIS IX

CULBERTSON ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN SOCIETY 36 & Locust

Tonight 7:30 & 9:30 75c

ROBERTO ROSELLIN'S
THE RISE OF LOUIS IX

CULBERTSON ASSOCIATION
AMERICAN SOCIETY 36 & Locust

Tonight 7:30 & 9:30 75c

POPULAR PRICES

GOOD TASTING

COFFEE AND SODA

AND GET 20% OFF AT

MAHARAJA

INDIAN RESTAURANT

BA-2-2245

If you are a Mahara restaurant, please bring this ad to get your discount.

THANKSGIVING VACATION

PUERTO RICO

Rev. 27 Lr. Phil. 6-40 AM M. Sun Nov 263 PM

INDIAN RESTAURANT

5 DAYS MARGARITA OWN BLOCK FROM BEACH

REV. 27 Lr. Phil. 6-40 AM M. Sun Nov 263 PM

P. L. ROBERTS

1-150.00 TRIPLES + 143.00 & TAX

3750 WALNUT

3750 WALNUT

3750 WALNUT

 EVolves 2929
Israel's fight to survive:

"Reflection on Munich." The major health, therefore, charges of Israeli defensible (inc., not merely lines forced to surrender territory drawn through the desert. The Arab 28, I would like to offer another content..."

Israel's fight to survive:

Pre-med SCUE's report incomplete

Letters to the editor

Israel's fight to survive:

Pre-med SCUE's report incomplete

Israel's fight to survive:

Pre-med SCUE's report incomplete

Notes over our dead body

By Robert Drucker

A few days ago, Pete Fonzailot, a die-hard YPM MD mof in New York, proposed a general question in response to the..."
News in Brief

McGovern's Funds

Brezhnev to Visit

see deeper inside southern Lebanon, limited to the immediate frontier northward. Arab guerrillas were withdrawing to the other side that would indicate the report of seeing no movement on the front, said the guerrillas, whose activity had led to Israeli retaliatory attacks against their bases in the Golan Heights cease-fire line with Syria.

U.S. Next Spring

In Critical Shape

May, in the United States. Left Lower Lebanon would be one of the least traveled of the road to the capital of St. Petersburg. Brezhnev is the only of the four non-German members of the Soviet leadership hierarchy, Brezhnev is one of the least traveled of the Soviet leaders.

Egypt Claims Arabs Left Lower Lebanon

Cairo -- Egyptian press reports said Wednesday that Palestinian guerrillas have withdrawn from all of southern Lebanon so that they could conduct freedom fighting inside the Lebanon border and to aid the Israelis and the Israeli-occupied Hijaz regions near the Lebanon border with Syria.

The Cairo newspaper Al Ahram said the guerrillas, whose activity, according to military observers, had been chief factor in the recent fighting in the area, would return to the area that would indicate the Arab guerrillas were withdrawing from the border.

The Israeli spokesman quoted that the only way the image was one of the least traveled of the road to the capital of St. Petersburg. Brezhnev is the only of the four non-German members of the Soviet leadership hierarchy, Brezhnev is one of the least traveled of the Soviet leaders.

Paris Bombing Called A Zionist Attack

PARIS — The French representative for the Palestinian Liberation Organization (PLO) Wednesday described the bombing of the Bank of Israel in Paris as "a strong attack" against the Jewish leadership of the country, and against the Palestinian terrorists. Police said an extremist Jewish extremist group took responsibility for the bomb and the bomb was considered to be a strong attack against the Jewish leadership of the country, and against the Palestinian terrorists.

Model United Nations Important Planning Meeting for UPMUNC VI

Tonight 7:30 P.M.

MODEL UNITED NATIONS

IMPORTANT PLANNING MEETING FOR UPMUNC VI

TONIGHT @ 7:30 P.M.

I.A.A. OFFICE, 3903 SPRUCE ST.

IS YOUR BLOOD TYPE O, A, OR B

If so, your plasma is needed to help treat diseases such as hemophilia and leukemia and insure availability of critically needed blood serums.

INQUIRE ABOUT BEING A PLASMA DONOR.

ALL PARTICIPANTS ARE FINANCIALLY COMPENSATED

BLOOD TYPE "O" $20 PER WEEK

BLOOD TYPE "A" $20 PER WEEK

BLOOD TYPE "B" $20 PER WEEK

EVENING HOURS AVAILABLE

PLEASE CALL FOR DETAILS: CH 7-2483

BIOMECHINC INC.

8621 GERMANTOWN AVE

CHESTNUT HILL, PA.

MBA IN A YEAR?

CAN DO... Learn in Dallas, a booming business oriented community, and the SMU School of Business Administration for one year -- a Master of Business Administration program that will give you results...excitement and personal development. The School of Business Administration offers an individualized instruction, developing entrepreneurial abilities, experiential and intensive methods of learning, and the distribution of relevant business knowledge among students, faculty, and the community, for more information about this unique MBA program, see the SMU recruiter at Placement Office October 10, 1972.

HAPPINESS

is getting it for LESS!

Teachers and Educators: Borrow for less at one of the lowest loan rates available anywhere.

Teachers Service Urbanization, Inc.

3905 Spruce St.

Phone: 755-8585

Scores of thousands available anywhere.

All business transacted by phone and mail.

Dial (215) 548-0300

You'll be happy to find that our finance companies offer an idea of saving to the bank or credit union.

No need to come in person. Simply write or phone.

Scores of thousands available anywhere.

You'll be happy to find that our finance companies offer an idea of saving to the bank or credit union.

No need to come in person. Simply write or phone.
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THROUGH SAT.
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Wagner's Lightweights Rely On Age For Shot at Crown

BY JOEL SHAPIRO
Remnants of old stats, or even the distant memories of Wagner's past, reveal little of the present. But in the days when the Green and White was a football powerhouse, the program's lightweight team was a formidable force. Their small size was offset by speed and agility, and they made up for their lack of weight with heart and determination. The lightweight football team was a prominent part of the college's athletic program, and their success was often a source of pride for the students and alumni.

The Lightweights'轻量化队依赖年龄优势

"We were expecting about 70 guys somewhat disappointing 55 would be about right," said Wagner's coach.

In the early part of the season, the team obtained valuable experience needed to taste of battle on September 29. The team's success is due to their youth and determination.

"The eligibility qualifications for this program are very strict. We need to show a certain amount of weight, but we are able to play in a lightweight varsity level sport," said team manager Bill Wagner.

The Lightweights are a section of the Ivy League, Army, Navy, and Penn. Wagner proudly proclaims, "Our most famous alumnus is Bill "Stork" Thomson, Terrorizes Penn's BOB HOFFMAN and Yale's GLENN PARTRIDGE (one goal, PAUL HARRISON (two goals), and FRANK BOLGER (one goal, two assists) have been terrorizing offenses ever since."

The eligibility requirements for this program are very strict. The team must weigh 158 pounds two days before a game and be able to play in a lightweight varsity level sport. To achieve this, they must split their game against the service academies their long tradition of football.

"It's an advantage in rushing the passer," said Thomson. "I feel that I'm not particularly strong, but I have good speed and can hopefully block the pass or scare the quarterback."